ADVANCING NATIONAL SECURITY

CORE CAPABILITIES

DIGITAL MODERNIZATION
Advancing national security digital environments through innovation and optimization, preparing for tomorrow’s challenges

SERVICE OFFERINGS
- Enterprise/Mission IT
- SecDevOps
- Cloud
- Data Engineering

JACOBS SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CENTERS (JSEC)
- Consists of 150+ software developers, data engineers, and cloud application experts with 20-year history developing and sustaining software solutions for Defense and IC mission needs
- JSEC applications include a mobile-enabled data analytics platform, air combat sortie planning applications, and advanced intelligence network data management applications

INTELLIGENCE & ANALYSIS
Delivering critical decision support by rapidly transforming vast and varied data into actionable intelligence

SERVICE OFFERINGS
- Intelligence Analysis
- Intelligence Training
- Special Mission Support
- Data Discovery, Transformation, & Analysis

EXPLOIT INTEL TRAINING TO ENHANCE INTEL OPERATIONS
- Virtual reality, global footprint, cyber training, training intel analysts, and specialized CI/HUMINT support on premier DoD and domestic counterterrorism intelligence missions

GLOBAL MISSION OPERATIONS
data-centric solutions that create key insights and transform data into actionable intelligence

SERVICE OFFERINGS
- C5ISR
- Test & Evaluation
- Systems Engineering & Integration
- Sustainment & Logistics

LEADING DELIVERY OF GLOBAL PROGRAMS
- Underpinned by an agile and lean program management infrastructure and Jacobs’ global footprint, we deliver the right talent, tools, and processes to support and enable our customers’ mission
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